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once the battle is over, the winner is given a commendation rating. the
higher the rating, the more bonus points you get. each commendation
you earn will then appear on your stats screen, so you always know how
well you've done at the end of every level. the shooting isn't too different
to gears of war, the only difference is that at the end of each level you
choose a specific operative to carry onto the next map. each operative
has up to three stats and plenty of abilities, starting with three weapons
to choose between. your selection will affect how the level plays out and
the amount of firepower you're carrying, so make sure you get it right.
there are also no reloading animations, so no second thoughts as you
belatedly consider your aim. while the idea is to launch a rapid-fire
assault with the right amount of ammo so you don't run out, there are two
irritating things about that; the enemies have an unflinching ability to
move and catch up with you if you do run out, and the game will reload
the last magazine you had with you if it runs out - although it works in
such a way that you only appear to run out once or twice. the initial levels
are more about pinning enemy troops against a wall, drawing enemy fire
as you continue to destroy the factory, and over a short period of time
you achieve a steady level of accuracy and automatic reloads. the latter
doesn't present any issues, although if you're relying on that to cope with
the enemy's online awesomeness it might prove a bit too much. if your
accuracy is slipping and you're in a rush to get the factory destroyed, you
can also manually reload, but that's really a last resort.
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all the difficulty seems to lie in keeping the enemy occupied and out of
your team's way. after all, the whole business of the enemy chasing you
around is that you have to deal with him. unlike in gears, the majority of

the enemies just sort of wander around in the background, opening fire in
a more random fashion than gears, who would hit you much more often if
they really wanted to hit you. you won't be fired at every time you walk in

view, but you'll be firing back at them anyway to make sure they don't
get in the way. their weapons are pretty tricky, all requiring a certain

amount of trigger control before an accurate shot will be fired, making
them very different from gears' heavy, which is practically all about

picking up a weapon and pointing it at anyone who isn't dead or wearing
a suit of armour. by virtue of being so much more varied and accurate,
the enemy soldiers are far less in need of protection, meaning that they
can attack you much more readily than gears, but your shield will stop

any incoming bullets that come close. the problem with the enemy is that
it can often move in and out of the room without any regard to cover

points, so anything you can hit with a few bullets often gets hit with a few
more bullets, making it easy for the enemy to make use of the

environment and cover points as cover themselves. these cover points
aren't always obvious, so sneaking up behind can be tricky, with bullets
tearing through whatever cover you may have managed to lay down;

even using a sniper rifle might be difficult as the enemy still manages to
fire at you when you try to put him down from a distance. 5ec8ef588b
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